
Meet several of the participating Chinese artists as well 
as Museum Director Karl Magnusson and Exhibition 
Curator Si Han. Refreshments will be provided!
Thursday 25 april aT 10.00 ≥ The museum of world culTure, Korsvägen göTeborg
Registration: marie.nilsson@varldskulturmuseerna.se, +46 76-9425575

a new looK aT love in china  
Taboo love in China. The internationally renowned exhibition Secret Love is coming to Gothenburg 
and the National Museum of World Cultures. On 27 April, we open our doors at Korsvägen to an 
exhibition showing 28 participating artists and around 150 pieces of work, all of which communi-
cating the theme of identity, sexuality and norms. Secret Love is the world’s first contemporary art 
exhibition from China on this theme and as such, a new chapter in the country’s history of art.  

With Secret Love, the National Museum of World Cultures wants to show the power of the changes 
taking place in the Chinese society and the significance of these changes for the individual. Interna-
tionally renowned Chinese names such as Gao Brothers, Chi Peng, Ma Liuming and Zhang Yuan 
present photographs, video installations and paintings about taboo love.

The Chinese society is changing very rapidly and with it, the perception of sexuality and identity.  
This change is especially noticeable in the LGBTQ community. Homosexuality was decriminal-
ised in 1997 and is since 2001 no longer regarded as a mental illness. There are still many taboos, 
however, but the Internet and a more open society are contributing to an increasing awareness of 
individual rights. Meet modern China where art and visual power lead the way in the debate against 
taboos and prejudice and towards a better understanding and awareness.

The world premier of Secret Love took place last autumn at the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities. 
At the National Museum of World Cultures, the exhibition is further enhanced with the important 
addition of the female artist Li Xinmo who, among other things, is participating with photographs 
and performances. Most of the artists participating in Secret Love are of a younger generation born 
after the introduction of the one-child policy in 1980. Exhibition Curator Si Han from the National 
Museum of World Cultures has devoted many years to extensive research, the result of which is 
an exciting meeting with Chinese contemporary art on the theme of taboo love on a scale that has 
never been seen before.   

press preview
Thursday, 25 April at 10 a.m.



chi peng 池鵬 
1981, Beijing
He is considered to be one of the first artists in China to come out openly, already 
during his time as a student at the Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing. A successful artist 
with a long list of solo and group shows in and outside of China. 

Eleven of his photographic works created between 2003 and 2011 are shown in the 
Secret Love exhibit. 

lin Jinfu 林金福
1978, Beijing
Lin Jinfu was born at the turn of the 70’s and 80’s. He uses classic oil painting tech-
niques to seek out and recreate the ’classical beauty’ of the Chinese man. The paint-
ings of Lin Jinfu break with highly conservative Chinese traditions when it comes to 
portraying male bodies and beauty. Today, the works of Lin Jinfu are highly prized 
and very sought after among art collectors.
   
The exhibition Secret Love features seven oil paintings by Lin Jinfu (five of which are 
borrowed from gallery owners and collectors).

li Xinmo 李心沫
1976, Beijing
Li Xinmo is one of the few Chinese artists who openly say that she is a feminist and a 
queer artist. She dares to criticize the male-dominated art scene in China, a country 
that has never seen the strong feminist movement that we have had here in Sweden. 

Li Xinmo is taking part in Secret Love with her work Memory, a poignant and tender 
performance of loss that takes bodily form. Through its feminist perspectives, the 
work of Li Xinmo gives an additional nuance to the expansive and versatile contem-
porary art scene in China. Li Xinmo will be performing Memory on 27 April 2013 at 
the National Museum of World Cultures. 

yang guowei 杨国伟
1972, Beijing and Stockholm
Representative for the artist group Cartoon Generation, in whose work documenta-
tion and artistic creation is united, expressing the young Chinese generation’s at-
titudes and expectations. Yang Guowei is also a successful fashion photographer in 
China and has founded a number of youth magazines that have an impact on the 
young generation of Chinese. 

The photo series 80’s generation by Yang Guowei shown at Secret Love deals with 
the urban young, while his other contribution, a photograph of guest workers in Bei-
jing, depicts the Dongdan Park, a meeting for homosexuals in the city. 

meeT us aT The press preview!



li Xiaofeng 李晓峰
1968, Beijing
For Lin Xiaofeng, art is something that gives peace and rest to our minds and souls, 
not resistance. His paintings express harmony between man and nature. Li Xiaofeng 
has never made a secret of his sexual orientation, nor has it ever worried him. Li 
Xiaofeng studied traditional ink painting for ten years following which he went to Eu-
rope in the early 1990’s and became an active participant on the art scenes of Prague, 
Paris and Amsterdam. Ten years later, Li Xiaofeng returned to China. The painting 
technique used by Li Xiaofeng has its roots in both Eastern and Western traditions. 
His works are exhibited worldwide and much favoured by collectors. 

The exhibition features five paintings by Li Xiaofeng.

wang Zi 王子
1983, Beijing
Wang Zi graduated with an art degree from the Tsinghua University in 2004 and has 
since exhibited a number of times in China, the U.S. and Europe. In the exhibition, 
Wang Zi shows paintings from the series titled Hello Comrade from 2009. The work 
theme is the tension between the individual and collective, the transition between 
what is and what is not the mainstream. Wang Zi is here using an image of himself as 
the multiple ’self ’. All individual ’selves’ are making the same collective movements in 
time except for ’the self ’ who kisses ’me’. It becomes the visual pleasure of the viewer 
to find the ’self ’ that differs from the rest. 

Zheng bo 郑波
1974, Beijing and Hangzhou
Zheng grew up in Beijing and studied in the United States, Spain and Hong Kong. He 
uses video, audio and words to discuss the issues of freedom and equality from the 
perspective of sexuality and ethnic minorities. Rather than working alone, Zheng Bo 
likes to engage different groups in the creative process. He is currently studying for a 
doctorate degree in visual and cultural subjects with focus on art and activity.  

Zheng Bo is taking part in Secret Love with his work Karibu Islands (2004-), where 
video, words an interactive participation are intertwined. Karibu Islands invite view-
ers to imagine their lives in a fictional capacity where time is going backwards.  

Read about all 28 artists on  
www.varldskulturmuseet.se
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press images
Some of the 150 pieces that are presented in the exhibition. At our website you can download 14  
high resolution images: click on ”Secret Love” on the home page and then ”Press info”.

Gao Brothers, Chinese Transvestites – Stairs

Yang Guowei, Post-80s Dense fogLin Jinfu, Gaze

Wang Zi, Hello Comrades 2

Chi Peng, Sprinting Forward 2


